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Rationale
Initial Rationale
Improving mobility + relieving back pain by creating a bag that is easier to pack.

Faulty Assumptions
Interpreting information from our personas and informances lead us in identifying an
incorrect problem. We realized this when we conducted the participatory workshop and
our users clarified how the problem of packing a bag was not really an issue for them.

Revised Rationale
Multi-functional bag that transitions with the mother as she goes through pregnancy

User Evaluation
Qualitative Analysis
Due to the nature of our prototype, the majority of our
research and testing yielded qualitative data. Our findings
are based on user-centered design methods focused in the
form of participant design.
We were able to both affirm and invalidate features
incorporated into the design of our prototype. The one
feature that was rejected was a feature initially requested by
the participants during the participatory workshop. This
exemplifies one of the pitfalls of participatory design, the
concept that users don’t really know what they want, only
what they think they want.

Feature List
Feature list based on Participatory Workshop & User Evaluation
- Durable
- Expandable
- Shoulder strap + hand / arm straps
- Pull cord for the top instead of a zipper
- Yoga straps
- Detachable waterproof section
- Wipeable surface
- Neutral/dull color
- Bottle and Baby Bottle Compartments
- Detachable makeup pouch
- Extra pockets on inside for additional storage
- Cover for yoga mat area which can be used to store baby blanket

Design Scenario
Video URL
http://youtu.be/-C3GruZ1Kio

Scenario 1
Packing of the final prototype as a yoga bag by a member of the prenatal yoga class

Scenario 2
Comparison of existing options for current pregnant mothers who have to pack
both a fitness, gym or yoga bag as well as a diaper bag. The scenario continues
with the user packing a bag for the postnatal Mommy and Me yoga class where
the participant has to pack items for both themself and their baby.

Design Proposal

Transitional Design
Our prototype tries to address the needs of our target
audience by creating a product that transitions with
a mother through different stages of motherhood.

Design Values

Interaction Design Methods
User participation was the key element in our design process.
We identified the scope of our problem as packing in our initial
stages of research. The process of conducting the participatory
workshop and user tests allowed us to re-orient our trajectory.
We realize that the methodology has allowed us to stay on track
in being able to properly identify people’s needs.

